Figure 7
WILLIAMS FORK RESERVOIR

- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision)
- C1 Data Set (Fourth Revision)
Figure 9
WOLFORD MOUNTAIN RESERVOIR

- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision)
- C1 Data Set (Fourth Revision)
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Figure 10
DILLON RESERVOIR

- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision)
- GMR 20kAF Release
Figure 11
GRANBY RESERVOIR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EOM Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMR 20kAF Release</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 12
GREEN MOUNTAIN RESERVOIR

- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision)
- GMR 20kAF Release

Acre-Feet
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Figure 17
WILLOW CREEK RESERVOIR

- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision)
- GMR 20kAF Release
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Figure 18
WOLFORD MOUNTAIN RESERVOIR

- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision)
- GMR 20kAF Release
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Figure 21
GREEN MOUNTAIN RESERVOIR

- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision)
- Share the Pain
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Figure 26
WILLOW CREEK RESERVOIR

- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision)
- Share the Pain
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Figure 27
WOLFORD MOUNTAIN RESERVOIR

- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision)
- Share the Pain

Date
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Fig-27-wolford-400-1
Figure 30
GREEN MOUNTAIN RESERVOIR

- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision)
- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision) with 111kAF Future Demand
Figure 32
RUEDI RESERVOIR

- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision)
- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision) with 111kAF Future Demand
Figure 33
VEGA RESERVOIR

- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision)
- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision) with 111kAF Future Demand
Figure 36
WOLFORD MOUNTAIN RESERVOIR

- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision)
- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision) with 111kAF Future Demand
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Figure 39
GREEN MOUNTAIN RESERVOIR

- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision) with 111kAF Future Demand
- GMR 20kAF Release with 111kAF Future Demand
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Figure 40
HOMESTAKE RESERVOIR

- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision) with 111kAF Future Demand
- GMR 20kAF Release with 111kAF Future Demand
RUEDI RESERVOIR

- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision) with 111kAF Future Demand
- GMR 20kAF Release with 111kAF Future Demand
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Figure 43
WILLIAMS FORK RESERVOIR

- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision) with 111kAF Future Demand
- GMR 20kAF Release with 111kAF Future Demand
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Figure 44
WILLOW CREEK RESERVOIR

- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision) with 111kAF Future Demand
- GMR 20kAF Release with 111kAF Future Demand
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Figure 45
WOLFORD MOUNTAIN RESERVOIR

- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision) with 111kAF Future Demand
- GMR 20kAF Release with 111kAF Future Demand

EOM
Content
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Figure 47
GRANBY RESERVOIR

- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision) with 111kAF Future Demand
- Share the Pain with 111kAF Future Demand
Figure 49
HOMESTAKE RESERVOIR

- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision) with 111kAF Future Demand
- Share the Pain with 111kAF Future Demand
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Figure 50
RUEDI RESERVOIR

- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision) with 111kAF Future Demand
- Share the Pain with 111kAF Future Demand
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Figure 51
VEGA RESERVOIR

- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision) with 111kAF Future Demand
- Share the Pain with 111kAF Future Demand
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Figure 52
WILLIAMS FORK RESERVOIR

- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision) with 111kAF Future Demand
- Share the Pain with 111kAF Future Demand
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Figure 53
WILLLOW CREEK RESERVOIR

- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision) with 111kAF Future Demand
- Share the Pain with 111kAF Future Demand
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Figure 54
WOLFORD MOUNTAIN RESERVOIR

- Revised StateMod and C1 Data Set (Fifth Revision) with 111kAF Future Demand
- Share the Pain with 111kAF Future Demand
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Figure 59
RUEDI RESERVOIR

- C1 Data Set (Fourth Revision)
- C1 Data Set (Fourth Revision) w CROPS & CFOPS (Modified Share the Pain)
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Figure 61
WILLIAMS FORK RESERVOIR

- C1 Data Set (Fourth Revision)
- C1 Data Set (Fourth Revision) w CROPS & CFOPS (Modified Share the Pain)
Figure 63
WOLFORD MOUNTAIN RESERVOIR

- C1 Data Set (Fourth Revision)
- C1 Data Set (Fourth Revision) w CROPS & CFOPS (Modified Share the Pain)
Figure 64.
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